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GM
Store Graphics 

Description   Use this command to store PCX graphics files in memory. 

Syntax   GM”NAME”p1 <carriage return>
“DATA”

Parameters   This table identifies the parameters for this format:

Parameters Details

“NAME” = Graphic name This is the grahpic name that will be used when retrieving the 
stored graphic.
• The name may be up to 8 characters long.
• Graphic names stored by the printer are case sensitive and 

will be stored exactly as entered with the GM command 
line; i.e. “LOGO1”, “logo1” and “LoGo1” are three 
different graphics when stored into the printer or when 
retrieved by the user.

• Deleting a single graphic requires that the 
GK”FORMNAME” command string be issued twice for 
each form deleted. Some label generation programs re-
issue graphics (graphic delete and store) every time a label 
is printed which will reduce flash memory life.

p1 = File size in bytes Use the DOS DIR command to determine the exact file size.

“DATA” =Graphic data Graphic data in 1-bit (black & white) PCX (binary data) 
format file.
• A graphic will not store if sufficient memory is not 

allocated to graphic memory. See the M command for 
details on adjusting and configuring memory to store 
graphics (forms and soft fonts).

• Verify the proper storage of the graphic with the GI 
command.
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Example 1 • 
GK"LOGO1"↵ : deletes graphic “LOGO1” - 

Required

GK"LOGO1"↵ : second delete graphic - 
Required

GM"LOGO1"584↵ : Prepares printer to receive 
graphic “LOGO1”

DATA↵ : Data string in PCX format

If using a DOS system, the PCX format file (binary data) portion can be sent to the printer 
using the DOS COPY command. For example, if you have a PCX file named LOGO1.PCX 
in your current directory, the appropriate command would be:

COPY LOGO1.PCX PRN /b

After downloading, the GI command can be used to verify that the graphic was successfully 
stored.

Example 2 • 
First, create a text file “STOREIT.TXT” with an ASCII text editor, as follows:

GK“WORLD”↵
GK“WORLD”↵
GM"WORLD"2004↵

Where WORLD is the name of the graphic and 2004 is the size (in bytes) of the PCX file.
DO NOT add extra linefeeds to the STOREIT.TXT file.
Next, at the DOS prompt, type: 

COPY STOREIT.TXT+WORLD.PCX PRN /b

or use the Zebra Firmware Downloader from Windows OS download the STOREIT.TXT and 
WORLD.PCX in sequence to the printer.


